
 Fire at Tyee Marina 
October  1, 2016 

  Tides & Times 

  A Sunday morning fire at Tyee Marina damaged six boats and 
sank three vessels. The cause of the fire is yet unknown, the           
investigation is a little bit more complex because some of the boats 
were submerged. No injuries were reported, two people may have 
taken themselves to a hospital with unknown injuries. The coast 
guard and Department of Ecology were on site to analyze the            
environmental effects of the spill. The distance from water sources 
is a big challenge. At Tyee Marina, just one hydrant has enough              
water pressure to run a fire hose. For larger fires, firefighters would 
have to go about 3,000 feet to reach a city water main, something 
that would require a second alarm. Marina fires are infrequent, but 
happen enough that firefighters prepare for them, Collins said. 
Some Tacoma firefighters trained at Tyee Marina last month. 

                   Foss Harbor Cord Inspection– All slips 

The onset of winter means that many of you will begin the yearly ritual of pulling those heaters and              

dehumidifiers out. These increases in electrical loads are often the source of many marina/boat electrical shorts 

or worse, fires. With this in mind, Foss Harbor maintenance will be conducting a marina wide inspection of all 

pedestal connections and cords.  This will consist of each pedestal being briefly shut off, the cord disconnected 

and checked for any evidence of problems, i.e. burned, corroding, missing or loose tangs etc.  At the same time 

we will be looking for aging cords or those that do not meet or are not of marine grade specifications.        

Discovery of short falls may include things like modified cord end, excessively stiff cords (this happens with age 

and creates heat to build up in the cord itself due to the resistance) etc. 

These observations may result in some of our residents being required to purchase new cords. Please                   

understand that this is not meant to place undue financial hardship but to ensure a safe environment not only 

for the boat in question but also neighboring boats and the marina facility. Again, let me emphasize that 

we  understand marine electrical cords are not cheap.  As such we will be making the purchase 

of new cords available through our discounts at cost to anyone who’s asked to replace                          

questionable cord. 

Lastly let me encourage all of you to also disconnect and inspect your cords where they enter your vessel for these same tell-tell signs of 

trouble. We all need to remember that the AC electrical needs of boats at dock are facilitated through an extension cord and although they 

are very well suited to the job they do and will age, ware out and/or otherwise fail. 

I want to thank all of you in advance for your cooperation with us in making every effort to keep all of us and our individual property safe 

this winter.         Scottie, Foss Harbor Operations Manager 

Read more at www.thenewstribune.com 



 

          Tidal Tidbits  

Did you know Foss Harbor has a night-time drop 

box? Use it to leave payment checks, (no cash 

please) return keys and parking passes, deposit 

letters for mailing or general after hours                     

correspondence. We check it every morning. If 

you are having a marina related emergency such 

as a broken water pipe or the like please call                 

253-392-8140. This is not a lock-out service, and 

of course for a true emergency call 911                            

immediately. 
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NEWBIES ON DECK! 

Some of you have already met (from left) Sam, 

Chelsea and Dan. If you haven’t met these fine 

folks be sure to give them a warm Foss Harbor 

welcome when you do see them. Sam and Dan 

are our newest dockhands and Chelsea will  

assist you with anything you may need in the 

marina office. We are so happy to have these 

people aboard, they are doing a great job!  

Drop 

Slot 

 



 About a month after buying Rubigale, and with a boat full of crew, we were ready to leave 

the fuel dock after a day of sailing. After pumping out I went to start the engine and turned the key. 

Nothing. Not even a click.                                                                                                                                                              

 I knew nothing about engines — zero, zip. I could find the alternator and the dipstick. And 

my knowledge of cars surpassed that of boats only because I knew where to put in windshield 

wiper fluid. I didn’t know how I was going to get back to my slip and had a half dozen people that 

needed to go home. My boat mentor J had his own boat full of crew and couldn’t help at the 

moment. Fortunately, T lives aboard a few docks away, and after I fished out a mystery set of wires 

with clips that I had found in the bowels of weird boat storage (had this happened before?), he jumpstarted the boat by 

connecting the battery to the start switch. Success!                                                                                                                                                 

 I thought the crew would disappear as soon as we were back to the slip, but J and T started troubleshooting the 

starter and half of the people stayed, rapt with the process. I didn’t understand much of what I was hearing, but I was 

mesmerized by the problem solving. I photographed where to connect the wife to the starter just in case. Final diagnosis, 

probably a bad starter switch because there were loose connections and a little corrosion. J showed up with a new starter the 

next day and showed me how to put it in. It was much easier than I had expected. Everything seemed to work great and I put it 

away in my mind as a solved issue.                                                                                                                                                                                                            

 A few months later I took Chilly and her friend on a day sail to Kingston to have lunch at one of our favorite pubs. 

When we returned to the boat, I turned the key, and again, nothing. Fortunately for them the marina was next to a ferry dock 

so I sent them on their way home. Fortunately for me, J hopped the same ferry in the opposite direction to find out what was 

wrong with the starter switch he just installed. I tried not to think about the fact that I was going to be doing my very first solo 

sail the following morning out of necessity.                                                                                                                                                               

 Tracing that particular white wire was a bit more difficult because it disappeared into a Chinese fingertrap holding a 

bundle of wires together. J thought perhaps there was a bad fuse or a loose connection. After an hour and a half of carefully 

slicing the webbing, and avoiding the wires, we hadn’t gotten very far. Frustrated and tired, we took a break, and by a stroke 

of luck saw another white wire lower on the aft portion of the engine. Actually, there were two white wires terminating on 

separate screws. Based on the multimeter readings, one had current, one didn’t. Fortunately, J recognized this was a neutral 

switch, and suspected it was going bad. I had chartered at least two dozen charter boats but had never encountered a neutral 

switch. The current was getting to the neutral switch, but it wasn’t getting from the neutral switch to the solenoid, so the 

starter thought the boat wasn’t in neutral. J bridged the two screws with a screwdriver and Shazam! with a spark, she started!                                                                                                                                       

 The problem didn’t recur so other projects took precedence. Didn’t recur that is, until a year later, and just minutes 

before the start of the Leukemia Cup Regatta. We had done really well fundraising for the event, had a blast decorating 

ourselves and the boat, and were sipping champagne from pink flamingo straws while preparing for a no-wind beer can race. I 

turned the key, and yet again, nothing. My heart sank. Why did this always happen away from my dock? I jiggled the gear 

lever, nothing. I jiggled the wires at the neutral switch, nothing. I phoned J — these five ladies in grass skirts (one his wife) 

and flowers in their hair needed to get out there on the course ASAP and celebrate our hard won victory. I went through what I 

tried already with J, and he told me to find something to bridge the two screws. I found a paperclip and put it on the two 

screws while Chilly turned the key. There was something about having my face next to a 50hp Perkins when it roars to life 

while holding a sparking paperclip in my hand that made me scream like a little girl. I yelled over the engine noise and cheers 

to L, “I LOVE your husband!” With a big smile she yelled back, “me too!” J was laughing over the speaker phone. We were off 

the dock in a hot second, and although DFL as usual, we had a great time being “spirited” and tossing candy packets that L 

had made with a tag saying “Kick Leukemia’s Ass! Team Rubigale”.                                                                                                

 Then two months later, and also away from home, it happened again. Remembering the big spark led me to be a little 

timid with the paperclip so I decided to tape it onto the end of the wooden dowel I found nearby, the other end of which held a 

pirate flag. My hastily created invention lent me more bravery and the engine started as soon as M turned the key.                                                                                                                        

 Based on J’s instructions I moved both wire terminals to one screw and of course dropped the other into the bilge. 

Fortunately I had foreseen this problem and placed a cloth underneath the area I was working on so the screw was easily 

retrieved. I was feeling quite proud of myself for this tiny little project, until I turned the key and heard a thunk and then 

silence. I put the wire terminals back onto their original screws but the engine still would not start. J came by the following 

day with waterproof heat shrink butt connectors and made the two wires into one. No big surprise, but the engine started with 

the first turn of the key. A quick online search of neutral switches on boats leads to a large number of results of “why 

won’t my boat start?” Apparently this is a rather common problem and one I really hope I’m finished with.  

 Neutral switch woes: Starting the engine with a paperclip 
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By Dana Brooks, Three Sheets NW   http://threesheetsnw.com/blog/2016/08/neutral-switch-woes-starting-the-engine-with-a-paperclip/ 



Free Kayak 

Call Pete 

206-240-6583 

“The force is strong with this one...” 

Throughout the 

galaxy, Capo the 

dog sails on a solar 

wind aboard s/v 

Fiddler’s Green. He 

teaches his young 

padawans, Mark & 

Dawne as they 

journey through 

space and time 

learning the 

secrets of  the force. 

  

 Pets On The Poop Deck 
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1982 Sovereign S2 7.0   
 
She has all new wiring, panel, dual batteries, GPS, 9.8             
Tohatsu 4 stroke, new motor bracket, wheel steering, like new 
sails, winches rebuilt, all by Bridge Yachts in Port Dover On-
tario Canada. Work done in 2014. 
 
Trailer has new bearings, springs and tires. 
 
Have all receipts. 
 
Comes with 8 foot Zodiac with 
inflatable floor. 

 
Asking $5,900 OBO. 
 
Trade for fishing boat considered. 
 
Bob  206-418-8241 

Submit your                   

classified to 

melynda@fossharbor.com  

It’s free! 

Submit pets to: melynda@fossharbor.com 


